THE NEED FOR LEGISALTION TO REFORM BRADY PRACTICES IN UTAH: REQUIRING PROSECUTORS TO DISCLOSE ALL FAVORABLE EVIDENCE TO THE DEFENSE
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The year 2013 marked the 50th anniversary of the seminal United States Supreme Court decision in Brady v. Maryland which established a constitutional due process right for criminal defendants to receive all material exculpatory evidence that the government possesses against them.³ That decision has been hailed as a “‘hallmark of due process’” that distinguishes the American criminal justice system from others.⁴ But, despite the criminal justice system’s long experience with Brady, problems persist with prosecutors withholding evidence that should be disclosed to the defense. In recent years, numerous high profile exonerations of wrongfully convicted persons through DNA testing reveal persistent Brady violations.⁵

Both locally and nationally, confusion surrounds what appears on the surface to be a fairly simple and well-accepted principle of constitutional law. Brady held that “the suppression by the prosecution of evidence favorable to the accused upon request violates due process where the evidence is material either to guilt or punishment, . . . ”⁶ Contrary to this seemingly plain ruling, prosecutors have asserted various exceptions to disclosure. As an example, some prosecutors, including those at the United States Department of Justice, justify refusals to disclose favorable evidence to the accused by arguing that Brady’s reference to material evidence does not require them to disclose evidence that would not be admissible at trial, is privileged, or that would not result in an acquittal.⁷ Other prosecutors rely on the absence of a specific time requirement for disclosing Brady material to delay disclosure until trial as opposed to disclosing it much earlier when
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the defense has a better opportunity to employ the evidence or to investigate its usefulness.\(^8\) Criminal defense lawyers further report that despite *Brady*’s affirmative duty to seek out exculpatory evidence, prosecutors commonly respond to discovery requests with nonresponsive statements such as that they do not “possess” any exculpatory evidence or that they “have no knowledge” of any such material.\(^9\) Appellate courts’ extreme reluctance to find *Brady* violations absent a showing of prejudice to the defense fuel these kinds of prosecutorial rationalizing.\(^10\)

In defense of prosecutors, current *Brady* law is confounding, based on false premises, and fails to account for the human tendency to confirm one’s own initial conclusions. Specifically, the materiality test that has evolved for identifying what evidence must be turned over to the defense is hopelessly confusing and impossible to apply in practice. Ambiguity over the exact meaning of the term “material evidence” has injected “uncertainty as to what information [i]s covered, when it ha[s] to be disclosed, and what remedies appl[y] for a violation.”\(^11\) More specifically, the *Brady* test asks the impossible—prosecutors must determine whether evidence is both favorable and material prospectively, in the abstract, and without the benefit of knowing for certain the defense theory or the significance of particular pieces of evidence.\(^12\) For instance, evidence that may be favorable for the defense case, or even dispositive, may be considered innocuous by the prosecutor since the prosecutor does not know the defense theory or investigation.

Moreover, *Brady* law is founded on the false presumption that prosecutors have the ability to control police officers and can readily gain access to police investigative files.\(^13\) In actual practice, police agencies are separate entities over which prosecutors exercise no supervisory control.\(^14\) Even if prosecutors could exercise some authority over the police, police officers are reluctant to turn over evidence that may end up derailing their own determination about who committed a crime. Locally, prosecutors have expressed frustrations themselves with their own investigators and with police officers who withhold exculpatory evidence.\(^15\)

---
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Adding to these difficulties, prosecutors must fight human nature when determining whether to disclose evidence to the defense. Rather than being rooted in malice, withholding evidence that favors an opponent is rooted in cognitive processing. Social science research explains that even the most well-intentioned prosecutors have subconscious biases and motivations that influence their decisions to withhold favorable evidence.¹⁶ Adding to these complexities, strong competing interests to solve crime while also administering justice constantly nip at prosecutors’ heels.¹⁷ In sum, as currently constituted, *Brady* law and practice is confusing and ineffective.

Regardless of *Brady*’s failings, prosecutors, indisputably, have an enormous influence over the fairness of criminal proceedings because only they, either by themselves or vicariously through their law enforcement colleagues, possess potentially exculpatory evidence. When favorable evidence is not disclosed to the defense, no one will ever know about the very existence of the evidence. Moreover, in the vast majority of criminal cases, the criminal justice system includes no checks on prosecutors’ *Brady* deliberations because no one reviews decisions not to disclose exculpatory evidence.¹⁸ The integrity of the entire criminal justice process hinges on prosecutors scrupulously fulfilling their duties under *Brady*.

To ensure that all participants in Utah’s criminal justice system fully comprehend and appreciate prosecutors’ constitutional and ethical duties of disclosure, this article details *Brady*’s requirements and then explains the failures in the current state of the law. After detailing this background, the article summarizes the major proposals currently suggested for reform and critically addresses each one’s strengths and weaknesses. Finally, the article proposes a legislative solution that would require police officers to hand over evidence to prosecutors and defines when prosecutors must disclose that evidence to the defense. To ensure that Utah prosecutors adopt the highest ethical and professional standards, the proposed legislation requires the disclosure of all evidence related to the accused whether or not it meets the technical legal definitions that have evolved since *Brady* was decided.

Discarding the materiality requirement and employing a presumption that all evidence must be disclosed will eliminate the confusion that plagues current law and practice. Legislation offers numerous advantages over court rules or internal office policies because a statute would apply to all parties in the criminal process including prosecutors, police officers, and judges alike. A statute will ensure that prosecutors comply with their constitutional and ethical obligations and promote the fair administration of justice. The results would be fairer criminal proceedings and more certain convictions that
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would be more likely to survive unwarranted attacks on appeal or during post-conviction proceedings. To realize these benefits, prosecutors should embrace the legislation and even begin to follow the proposal voluntarily before a statute is enacted.

II. The Scope of Prosecutors’ Constitutional Obligations Under Brady: The Duty to Disclose All Evidence That Tends to Exculpate the Accused, Including Impeachment Evidence.

To understand the prosecution’s constitutional duty to disclose exculpatory evidence, practitioners must first know the scope of the right that has evolved since the Supreme Court decided *Brady* 50 years ago. *Brady* initially announced a broad framework for determining what evidence is exculpatory and must be disclosed to the defense. Later decisions applied the right to specific types of evidence that prosecutors had withheld. Eventually, the Supreme Court concluded that prosecutors are not only responsible for evidence of which they are aware but must also actively seek out evidence about which they are unaware but that their law enforcement agents possess. This affirmative duty to actively solicit evidence from others has created frustration among prosecutors and defense lawyers alike.

A. *Brady* Requires Prosecutors to Disclose Material, Exculpatory Evidence.

For the first time, the Supreme Court in *Brady* established a criminal defendant’s due process right to receive all exculpatory evidence in the prosecutor’s possession. *Brady* simply held that "[T]he suppression by the prosecution of evidence favorable to the accused upon request violates due process where the evidence is material either to guilt or punishment, . . . "19 Further, the Court applied the duty throughout the life of a criminal case, from the initial filing of charges through trial, sentencing, and beyond.20

The Court founded its reasoning on several previous cases in which it had barred prosecutors from obtaining convictions based on false evidence. The court not only applied this ruling to prosecutors’ deliberate deceptions, such as soliciting perjured testimony, but also to failing to disclose to the defense false statements and allowing false testimony to be offered.21 The overriding theme of the *Brady* decision was that prosecutors’ main duty is to see that justice is done.22

---
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Despite the Court’s use of the term “suppression,” the Court explicitly applied its ruling regardless of a prosecutor’s subjective intent. Specifically, the Court explained that the duty to disclose exculpatory evidence applies "irrespective of the good faith or bad faith of the prosecution."23 In applying the right regardless of the prosecutor’s intent, the Court clarified that its decision was not designed to punish "society for misdeeds of a prosecutor . . . ."24 Rather, the only purpose motivating the Court’s ruling was to avoid “an unfair trial to the accused.”25 Under the Court’s reasoning, society, as well as the defendant, suffers when a conviction results from the unfair withholding of evidence of innocence.26 Specifically, an innocent person is not only convicted but the guilty escape justice.

B. Subsequent Supreme Court Decisions Struggle to Define Materiality

In the wake of Brady, prosecutors and defense counsel tested the scope of the Supreme Court’s framework for determining prosecutors’ duty to disclose exculpatory evidence.27 First, in Giglio v. United States,28 the Supreme Court extended Brady to any materials that the defense could use to establish bias on the part of a government witness.29 Examples of bias include promises of leniency, rewards, or inducements made in exchange for testimony, and anything else that could impeach the credibility of those witnesses on the stand.30 In addition, the Giglio Court added an important extension of the Brady doctrine--information held by one prosecutor is attributable to the entire “prosecutor’s office” as a single entity.31 Thus, consistent with the irrelevance of good or bad faith, prosecutors are not immune from Brady’s requirements simply because other prosecutors withhold evidence.

Despite Giglio’s clarifications, courts continued to struggle with the
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meaning of the term “material.” Eventually, the Supreme Court settled on a
definition in United States v. Bagley.\textsuperscript{32} The Court weighed various
formulations of the materiality requirement and eventually adopted the same
standard for ineffective assistance of counsel as set forth in Strickland v.
Washington.\textsuperscript{33} In particular, the court defined material as “a reasonable
probability that, had the evidence been disclosed to the defense, the result of
the proceeding would have been different.”\textsuperscript{34} Further, the Court defined a
reasonable probability as one that is “sufficient to undermine confidence in
the outcome.”\textsuperscript{35}

Continued court frustration with the application of the materiality
requirement resulted in the Supreme Court further expounding the concept of
materiality in Kyles v. Whitley.\textsuperscript{36} There, the Court distinguished materiality
from the preponderance of the evidence standard commonly employed in the
law.\textsuperscript{37} In particular, the Court held that Bagley’s materiality test “does not
require demonstration by a preponderance that disclosure of the suppressed
evidence would have resulted ultimately in the defendant’s acquittal . . . .”\textsuperscript{38}
Rather, Bagley only requires a “‘reasonable probability’” of a different result
. . . .\textsuperscript{39}

In an effort to be even more precise, but ultimately creating a good
deal of ambiguity, the Court created a rather subjective value judgment on
determining materiality:

The question is not whether the defendant
would more likely than not have received a
different verdict with the evidence, but
whether in its absence he received a fair
trial, understood as a trial resulting in a
verdict worthy of confidence. A “reasonable
probability” of a different result is
accordingly shown when the government's
evidentiary suppression “undermines
confidence in the outcome of the trial.”\textsuperscript{40}

Although the wording of this standard allows for relief based on less
than a likelihood of a different result, the application of that standard is
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unclear. For example, unlike a preponderance standard that suggests more than 50 percent in terms of percentages, *Kyles* injects uncertainty in determining whether evidence is material. As Justice Souter aptly observed in a post-*Kyles* dissenting opinion, the use of the term “probability” while claiming at the same time that the materiality test requires less than a preponderance of the evidence “raises an unjustifyable risk of misleading courts [and prosecutors] into treating” the test as requiring a more likely than not standard.41

C. The Supreme Court Defines the Scope of Prosecutors’ Duty to Disclose Exculpatory Evidence But Fails to Specify When Such Evidence Must Be Disclosed.

The duty to disclose established under *Brady* begged numerous questions about how far the duty reached and the procedures to be followed to comply with that case. In particular, prosecutors wondered whether the defense must do something to trigger the duty to disclose. The Supreme Court later clarified that criminal defendants need not specifically request the disclosure of exculpatory evidence.42 In *United States v. Agurs*, the Supreme Court found “no significant difference between cases in which there has been merely a general request for exculpatory matter and cases . . . in which there has been no request at all.”43 As the Court noted, because criminal defendants have a due process right to access exculpatory evidence, defense counsel cannot be expected to request specific pieces of evidence of which counsel has no knowledge.44 Rather, “the exculpatory character” of the evidence itself triggers the duty to disclose.45 In essence, *Agurs* created a burden on prosecutors to actively review their case files and evidence to determine for themselves whether any evidence is potentially exculpatory.46

This affirmative duty to seek out exculpatory evidence presented an obvious practical difficulty—should prosecutors be held responsible when team members such as police officers or investigators withhold exculpatory evidence. The Supreme Court unequivocally answered this question in the affirmative in *Kyles* and expanded prosecutors’ affirmative duty to search for exculpatory evidence.47 By necessity, prosecutors are “assigned” the duty to “gauge the likely net effect of” exculpatory evidence because they “alone can know what is undisclosed . . . .”48 Given this reality, prosecutors have “a
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duty to learn of any favorable evidence known to others acting on the government’s behalf in the case, including the police.”

The inescapable conclusion to this reasoning is that prosecutors are responsible for Brady violations even when exculpatory evidence “is known only to police investigators and not to the prosecutor.”

This expansion of prosecutors’ responsibility over exculpatory evidence placed an affirmative duty on prosecutors to actively determine what evidence their investigators have uncovered in a criminal case. In other words, in addition to eliminating ignorance as an excuse for not disclosing favorable evidence, Kyles affirmatively obligates prosecutors to review police and investigator files to assess the value of the evidence contained in those files. As a result of this “affirmative duty,” prosecutors may not rely on police officers’ and investigators’ determinations that evidence is or is not favorable. Instead, prosecutors must determine for themselves the nature and value of evidence that their investigators have collected.

The Supreme Court’s Brady jurisprudence has left open one major question concerning when prosecutors must disclose favorable evidence to the defense. Nevertheless, lower courts and academics broadly agree that Brady implicitly established a “constitutional right to timely disclosure of exculpatory information.” Courts agree that “the government has a constitutional duty to disclose material evidence to a criminal defendant in time for the defendant to make use of it at trial.” The Utah Supreme Court, for example, has endorsed the conclusion that Brady requires prosecutors to disclose exculpatory evidence “in time for the defendant to make use of it.” In addition, ethical requirements demand that prosecutors “make timely disclosures to the defense of all evidence . . . that tends to negate the guilt of the accused or mitigates the offense” or the sentence
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III. Brady’s Unrealized Promise: The Confounding Materiality Requirement, Competing Interests and Duties, and the Realities of Human Nature Have Defeated the Goal of Disclosure.

Despite the seemingly straight-forward rule announced in *Brady*, numerous practical and conceptual barriers have thwarted the goal of disclosure from being realized. Even given the Supreme Court’s repeated admonishments to prosecutors to err on the side of disclosing evidence, recent high profile examples of withheld exculpatory evidence demonstrate that current standards under *Brady* have proven ineffective. Although intentional prosecutorial misconduct contributes to *Brady*’s failure, even the most well-intentioned prosecutors find current *Brady* doctrine confounding and ambiguous. At the heart of this problem is the unworkable materiality requirement. Because the test for materiality is “speculative, backward-looking and confusing,” even well-meaning prosecutors do not know when evidence must be disclosed. Likewise, the theory underlying *Brady* that prosecutors can control police officers and routinely gather investigative materials from them is illusory. Further aggravating this situation, the absence of meaningful consequences for not disclosing favorable evidence combined with defense attorneys’ unawareness of the existence of that evidence result in a climate of nondisclosure. Prosecutors face extremely low risk of both judicial accountability or bar disciplinary sanctions in response to *Brady* violations when they are uncovered.

Each of these explanations presupposes that prosecutors mean well but that internal and external pressures create a climate of winning as opposed to securing justice, especially in high profile or egregious criminal cases. Emerging research on human cognitive thought processing supports this conclusion—social scientists have uncovered subconscious forces that impel prosecutors to withhold favorable evidence from the defense. Vague notions of justice provide no guidance either because prosecutors have strong competing duties to criminal defendants, crime victims, and the public alike. Arguably, current *Brady* law and actual practice actually discourage prosecutors from disclosing favorable evidence, inoculate them from error, and even encourage them to conceal it.
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A. The Materiality Test is Ill-Defined and Ill-Suited To Determine Standards of Disclosure Pretrial.

The confusing, ambiguous definition for materiality has prevented the realization of the Supreme Court’s oft-repeated assumption that prosecutors will err on the side of disclosure in many instances. In discussing the materiality test in Agurs, the Supreme Court presumed that “the prudent prosecutor will resolve doubtful questions in favor of disclosure.”59 Similarly, in Kyles v. Whitley, the Court rested its decision on the premise that “a prosecutor anxious about tacking too close to the wind will disclose a favorable piece of evidence.”60 Indeed, long before deciding Brady, the Court defined prosecutors’ sole interest “in a criminal prosecution [a]s not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done.”61

Contrary to these assumptions, the materiality requirement encourages prosecutors to withhold favorable evidence rather than disclosing it. That test has proven ineffective because it has created a climate of “well-intentioned lawyers struggling to apply an unworkable standard.”62 Assessing whether evidence would have established a “reasonable probability” of a different result is ill-suited to a pretrial prediction of the relative value of evidence because that test embodies an appellate standard of review of a trial court record.63 Retrospectively determining the likelihood of a different result on appeal provides little guidance to prosecutors who must assess the relevance of evidence prospectively and without fully comprehending how the defense may view evidence differently.64 Evidence that may seem innocuous or neutral to a reasonable prosecutor, may be decisive to a defense attorney who may know of additional exculpatory evidence or who reasonably views the evidence in context with other facts.

Instead of clarifying prosecutors’ obligations, the materiality requirement asks prosecutors to perform an impossible task:

By its own terms, the materiality standard requires a prosecutor to compare the evidence at issue to “the whole case”

61 Berger v. United States, 295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935); see also State v. Saunders, 1999 UT 71, ¶ 31, 992 P.2d 951 (quoting Berger and holding that “prosecutors have duties that rise above those of privately retained attorneys.”).
64 Klein, 38 HOF. L. REV., supra note 12 at 879-81.
absent that evidence (even though the case has not yet been tried), and then determine whether the evidence is significant enough to undermine confidence in a conviction based on that case (even though a conviction has not yet been obtained). Because the doctrine requires prosecutors making a prospective decision to apply a retrospective standard, even well-intentioned prosecutors can have difficulties following the law.\textsuperscript{65}

In essence, the materiality test asks prosecutors to conduct an appellate-style harmless error analysis before a case has gone to trial, without knowing the relevance of the evidence.\textsuperscript{66} As a result of the presumption of regularity inherent in this test, error seldom results.

The United States Supreme Court has compounded prosecutors’ difficulty in applying the materiality test because its decisions since \textit{Brady} have parsed the meaning of materiality and regularly upheld prosecutors’ decisions to withhold favorable evidence. The Supreme Court’s emphasis on the likelihood of a different outcome essentially inoculates prosecutors from error.\textsuperscript{67} The Court’s strict interpretation of materiality coupled with its refusal to find error has resulted in prosecutors looking for reasons not to disclose potentially exculpatory evidence.\textsuperscript{68} In the absence of any real consequences to withholding favorable evidence from the accused, prosecutors lack accountability.

The Supreme Court’s hands off approach raises enormous concerns because the extent of prosecutors’ \textit{Brady} violations is impossible to know. “[T]he vast majority of suspect disclosure choices occur in the inner sanctuaries of prosecutorial offices and never see the light of day.”\textsuperscript{69} Without any real threat of exposure under existing Supreme Court precedent, prosecutors are free to err on the side of nondisclosure. Ironically, this environment is the direct opposite result that the Supreme Court envisioned when it decided \textit{Brady} and its progeny.\textsuperscript{70}

\textsuperscript{65}Burke, 84 \textit{Ind. L. Rev.}, supra note 62 at 492.
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\textsuperscript{69} Medwed, 67 \textit{Wash. \\& Lee L. Rev.}, supra note 16 at 1540.
\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Kyles v. Whitley}, 514 U.S. 419, 439; \textit{Agurs}, 427 U.S. at 108.
Legislative Reform of Brady

B. Prosecutors’ Vague Duty to Serve Justice Compounds Their Difficulty in Applying the Materiality Test.

Adding to the complexity of the materiality standard is prosecutors’ equally “nebulous obligation to do justice.”71 As alluded to above, the Supreme Court pronounced in 1935, long before Brady, that prosecutors have an overarching duty to promote justice as opposed to achieving convictions:

[A prosecutor] is the representative not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of a sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is as compelling as its obligation to govern at all; and whose interest, therefore, in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done. As such, he is in a peculiar and very definite sense the servant of the law, the twofold aim of which is that guilt shall not escape or innocent suffer. He may prosecute with earnestness and vigor—indeed, he should do so. But, while he may strike hard blows, he is not at liberty to strike foul ones. It is as much his duty to refrain from improper methods calculated to produce a wrongful conviction as it is to use every legitimate means to bring about a just one.72

Despite the grand ideals pronounced in this statement, serving justice is as ill-defined or more so than the materiality requirement. Prosecutors have competing interests that render justice an elusive concept, at best. The demands of crime victims, political constituents, supervisors, and society as a whole have been explored in depth.73 So have the competing theories underlying punishment; namely, retribution, deterrence, incapacitation, and rehabilitation.74 As these varying interests point out, both internal pressures to solve crimes and external pressures to achieve just results create a cloudy environment with few clear choices.

On top of these vague notions of justice and competing pressures to resolve criminal prosecutions successfully is the post hoc determination

71 See Medwed, 67 WASH. & LEE L. REV., supra note 16 1533, 1542.
72 Berger, 295 U.S. at 88.
73 See, e.g., Zacharias, 44 VAND. L. REV., supra note 17 at 57.
prosecutors must make when applying Brady’s materiality requirement. In addition to assessing the many competing interests involved in a criminal prosecution, prosecutors must apply the materiality test in the abstract without knowing the actual relevance of the undisclosed evidence in the context of the entire case. Given the fog under which materiality and justice must be assessed, even ethical prosecutors are apt to error. 75

The catastrophic result is that innocent persons are convicted as illustrated by the significant number of exonerations that the media reports regularly. 76 This result is understandable given the competing interests on prosecutors. A prosecutor who seeks to balance all of the applicable interests in an effort to do justice may rationally conclude that justice requires “suppressing exculpatory evidence that does not appear to meet the [Supreme] Court’s definition of materiality.”77

C. Given Prosecutors’ Cognitive Biases That Prevent Prosecutors From Disclosing Exculpatory Evidence, Brady’s Materiality Requirement Fails.

Adding to these forces that encourage nondisclosure, current research on prosecutors’ cognitive thought processing explains that strong subconscious biases influence prosecutors to withhold evidence because numerous forces impel them to confirm the initial decision to prosecute. Just as the factors discussed above presume that prosecutors are well meaning and ethical, this research into cognitive reasoning reveals that human nature itself promotes nondisclosure. In other words, even the most ethical prosecutor can err given the strong subconscious forces that influence human beings. Although this research presumes prosecutors’ good intentions, it cries out for reform. Brady’s current iteration defies human nature as well as the reality that the materiality test is unworkable and must be abandoned.

Research into cognitive reasoning has identified confirmation bias which is simply the tendency to confirm one’s working hypothesis. 78 In the law enforcement context, prosecutors tend to review case files with the assumption that the person is guilty because an arrest has been made. 79 Even though prosecutors may decline a fair number of prosecutions, research shows that the fact that a police officer has already concluded that a crime has been committed influences charging decisions. The result is that prosecutors tend to emphasize evidence that confirms guilt to the exclusion of “exculpatory evidence that might disprove the working hypothesis.” 80

75 Burke, 84 IND. L. REV., supra note 62 at 492.
76 Yaroshefsky, 8 D.C. L. REV. at 285, supra note 5; Medwed, 67 WASH. & LEE L. REV., supra note 16 at 1539-40.
77 Burke, 84 IND. L. REV., supra note 62 at 483.
78 Id.
79 Id.
80 Id.
Confirmation bias may, for example, cause a prosecutor to give undue weight to an eyewitness identification even though the circumstances suggest that the witness is mistaken. 81

Once the prosecutor has confirmed the initial assumption of guilt, selective information processing influences the prosecutor to accept at face value evidence consistent with guilt while devaluing contradictory evidence. 82 Under selective information processing, great weight is placed on evidence that supports guilt as it surfaces and while exculpatory evidence is minimized. 83 These factors result in devaluing even significant evidence that supports innocence and dismissing it as irrelevant, unreliable, or inadmissible. 84 Witnesses who contradict the prosecution’s theory become biased or insignificant to the overall case. 85

Next, like humans generally, resistance to cognitive dissonance or internal guilt causes prosecutors to justify their conclusions and decisions. 86 Cognitive dissonance occurs when a person’s actions are inconsistent with that person’s beliefs or morals. 87 To avoid dissonance such as feelings of guilt, research has shown that people commonly adjust their beliefs to resolve the dissonant thoughts. 88 Prosecutors, in particular, when confronted with evidence that they may have charged an innocent person tend to discount the evidence supporting innocence and overvalue the evidence supporting guilt. 89

Research has replicated other cognitive biases that aggravate this resistance to change one’s conclusions. Belief perseverance or resistance is the natural disinclination “to relinquish initial conclusions or beliefs, even when the bases for those initial beliefs are undermined.” 90 A vivid illustration of this human tendency occurs when prosecutors refuse to admit a wrongful conviction even when confronted with DNA evidence that proves that a person could not have committed the crime charged. 91

These cognitive biases hamper prosecutors’ ability to independently evaluate whether evidence is exculpatory and must be disclosed under Brady. For example, even the most fair-minded prosecutor may reason that the initial judgment call to proceed with a prosecution in the face of evidence favorable to the accused obviates any need to disclose that evidence:

81 Id.
82 Id.
83 Id.
84 Id.
85 Id.
86 Id.
87 Id. at 495-96.
88 Id.
89 Id.
91 Id. at 315.
If a conscientious prosecutor faces exculpatory evidence that would shake her faith in any conviction she might obtain without the evidence, then she will presumably dismiss charges against the defendant. This would render disclosure of the evidence, and Brady itself, irrelevant. On the other hand, if the exculpatory evidence does not undermine her belief in the defendant's guilt, she is likely to conclude that the evidence will not affect the jury's determination either. Accordingly, she would treat the evidence as immaterial and therefore not within her Brady obligation.  

Again, it bears repeating that these kinds of thought processes do not reflect the general character or ethics of individual prosecutors. Rather, the research demonstrates that humans tend to confirm their initial beliefs regardless of personal ethics, logic, or rationality. Further, this phenomenon occurs regardless of the strength of countervailing evidence. Just as with any other value judgment, the decision whether evidence is exculpatory is subject to human error and judgment.

D. Brady Is Founded on the False Premise That Prosecutors Control and Supervise the Police and Operate As a Single Entity.

In addition to these forces, numerous false assumptions about the relationship between prosecutors and the police prevent realizing the promise of Brady. As explained previously, the Supreme Court views prosecutors as having constructive knowledge of all information within the control of police officers and investigators working for the prosecution. Prosecutors have “a duty to learn of any favorable evidence known to others acting on the government’s behalf in the case, including the police.” This holding establishes an affirmative duty on prosecutors to actively seek out exculpatory evidence rather than relying on the police of investigators to disclose it.

The Supreme Court’s imposition of an agency-type of relationship between prosecutors and law enforcement officers is based on an overlooked, false premise—the assumption that prosecutors and the police form “a

---

92 Burke, 84 IND. L.J., supra note 62 at 488.
93 Kyles, 514 U.S. at 437.
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cohesive team.” Indeed, *Kyles* presumes that “the prosecutor has the means to discharge the government’s *Brady* responsibility if he will” by implementing “procedures and regulations” that will require the police to disclose exculpatory evidence. To the contrary, in actual practice, prosecutors do not control or even supervise police officers. “According to the [Supreme] Court’s reasoning, because the prosecutor has the ability to learn of exculpatory evidence in the hands of police, she bears the responsibility under *Brady* to ensure disclosure to the defense.” Rather, police departments constitute separate agencies that are led by a chief who may or may not understand or support *Brady*. *Brady* and its progeny fail to acknowledge these complexities and, instead, affirmatively obligate prosecutors to seek out and locate exculpatory evidence.

Even assuming that prosecutors and police are on good terms, serious practical difficulties interfere with prosecutors’ abilities to obtain evidence from police officers. Most obviously, police officers battle their own competing views of justice and may value solving specific crimes above broad notions of fairness. Further, police officers may risk discipline at work or lost advancements in employment for disclosing evidence that may well result in an accused person walking free.

*Brady* further fails to appreciate the possibility that police officers and investigators may be actively concealing evidence from prosecutors. Even more troubling is the possibility that the police may not document the evidence at all by memorializing or cataloging it in official repositories. Thus, prosecutors may have no ability to locate the evidence even if they wanted to. Accordingly, if police "cooperation is not forthcoming, the prosecutor’s ability to comply with *Brady* is fatally compromised." Even the most honest, ethical prosecutor cannot comply with *Brady* when the police are intentionally withholding evidence.

Practical difficulties plague *Brady* on the prosecution side as well. The Supreme Court’s decision does not address what prosecutors must actually do to fulfill their constitutional obligation to search for favorable evidence to the defense. Even if prosecutors routinely request police officers to turn over all evidence collected in criminal cases, what if the police withholds evidence? Is merely asking the police enough or must prosecutors search through police files and locate exculpatory evidence? The Supreme Court has not specified; rather, it has globally ruled that prosecutors are
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responsible for their agents’ actions.\textsuperscript{103} Prosecutors understandably protest that they lack the time and resources to regularly peruse police files for exculpatory evidence. Most prosecutors are overworked and underpaid.\textsuperscript{104} Heaping more time consuming responsibility upon them is not only unrealistic but also increases the chances that they may make other mistakes that could lead to injustices.\textsuperscript{105} Increased prosecution budgets may be required before such demands could be implemented.\textsuperscript{106} In turn, requiring an exhaustive search of every police officer’s files in every criminal case could “condemn the prosecution of criminal cases to a state of paralysis.”\textsuperscript{107}

E. Courts Have Demonstrated that They are Unwilling to Reform the Current Formulation of the Brady Doctrine.

This bleak picture of current disclosure practice presents a compelling case for abandoning the \textit{Brady} doctrine. The unworkable nature of the materiality requirement, vague notions of justice, cognitive bias, practical impediments to enforcing \textit{Brady} on the police, and the absence of any real consequences for withholding exculpatory evidence conspire to prevent disclosure of favorable evidence to the accused. But, despite numerous high profile examples of \textit{Brady} violations, the Supreme Court has repeatedly endorsed the materiality standard and has exhibited an extreme reticence to sustain \textit{Brady} violations.

As a result, little incentive currently exists for reform. Indeed, as cognitive bias demonstrates, prosecutors can all too easily justify withholding favorable evidence by weighing it “in a fashion that suggests it is immaterial.”\textsuperscript{108} Even when defendants learn of potential \textit{Brady} violations, the materiality standard almost guarantees that appellate courts hold prosecutors harmless. The few studies that have been performed on the reversal rate for \textit{Brady} violations indicate that courts find prejudice in less than 12% of cases.\textsuperscript{109} The “high burden” created by the materiality standard largely accounts for this paltry reversal rate.\textsuperscript{110} As a result, prosecutors have
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little to fear in erring on the side of nondisclosure.

If the materiality standard were the only culprit in explaining prosecutors’ reticence to disclose favorable evidence to the defense, the impetus for reform would likely rest with the judicial branch to alter the standard under *Brady*. However, the Supreme Court has shown no indication of altering course. If anything, the *Brady* doctrine is firmly entrenched in judges’ minds throughout the nation. Thus, reform must come from other sources.

IV. The Search for Reform: Numerous Reforms Proposals Have Failed to Produce Any Meaningful Change.

Despite numerous pushes for *Brady* reform, few proposals have taken root, mainly because of practical difficulties and prosecutors’ legitimate objections. Reform proposals include enforcing ethical rules to deter *Brady* violations, implementing internal office procedures and policies such as open file policies, amending court rules to require disclosure of favorable evidence, and statutory mandates. So far, all of these proposals have failed. The reasons for failure strike a common theme—the unwillingness of disciplinary bodies, appellate courts, legislators, and prosecutors themselves to hold prosecutors and police accountable for withholding constitutionally required disclosures.

A. Ethics Disciplinary Bodies Fail to Sanction Prosecutors for *Brady* Violations.

Scholars have commonly focused on punishing prosecutors for *Brady* violations in an effort to motivate prosecutors to disclose favorable evidence regardless of the materiality standard. 111 Despite these calls for action, experience has shown that state disciplinary bodies rarely punish prosecutors for withholding exculpatory evidence. 112 In fact, bar disciplinary complaints for possible *Brady* violations are so rare that most disciplinary bodies report never having considered a claim for misconduct for failing to disclose evidence. 113

Practical realities account for the infrequency of ethical complaints. The absence of bar complaints means, by definition, that judges and criminal defense lawyers do not report possible unethical conduct to disciplinary authorities. Criminal defense lawyers are extremely loath to file bar complaints because they commonly work with the same prosecutors in
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multiple adversarial proceedings. Engendering prosecutors’ anger is counterproductive for defense lawyers who must cooperate with prosecutors to secure favorable plea bargains, sentencing outcomes, and evidentiary resolutions.\textsuperscript{114} More importantly, defense attorneys know that their clients are the ones who truly suffer when counsel creates friction with a prosecutor as a result of bar complaints. Alleging potentially serious ethical allegations is simply bad business for defense lawyers and is, thus, self-defeating.

In the rare instance when a bar complaint is filed against a prosecutor, disciplinary bodies infrequently impose any discipline. Prosecutors, as representatives of “the People” enjoy great latitude in pursuing criminal conduct and protecting the public.\textsuperscript{115} As a result, “ethical codes [and those who enforce them] treat prosecutors deferentially, formulating generous boundaries for what comprises a legitimate exercise of discretion.” Disciplinary bodies appear to view withholding exculpatory evidence as honest mistakes or prosecutors just doing their jobs.

Recent attempts to promote ethical solutions to \textit{Brady} violations have likewise failed. In 2009, the American Bar Association issued Formal Opinion 09-454 that called for interpreting Model Rule of Professional Conduct 3.8 more broadly than constitutional requirements under \textit{Brady}.\textsuperscript{116} That rule imposes on prosecutors the special obligation to disclose evidence that tends to negate the defendant’s guilt or mitigate the sentence:

\begin{quote}
The prosecutor in a criminal case shall:
\begin{itemize}
  \item [\textsuperscript{d}] Make timely disclosure to the defense of all evidence or information known to the prosecutor that tends to negate the guilt of the accused or mitigates the offense, and, in connection with sentencing, disclose to the defense all unprivileged mitigating information known to the prosecutor . . .
\end{itemize}
\end{quote}

The ABA Opinion concluded that this rule imposes an ethical duty on prosecutors to disclose evidence that does not necessarily fall under \textit{Brady} jurisprudence. Essentially, the rule does not embody the materiality
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test and, instead, applies regardless of whether a different result would be likely. According to the ABA, “Rule 3.8(d) is more demanding than the constitutional case law, in that it requires the disclosure of evidence or information favorable to the defense without regard to the anticipated impact of the evidence or information on a trial’s outcome.”118

Only a few state courts have construed Model Rule 3.8 since the ABA issued opinion 09-454 and those states have reached mixed results. The Supreme Courts of Ohio and Wisconsin have opted to interpret Rule 3.8 coextensively with Brady’s requirements.119 These courts reason that applying different standards under the court rule and constitutional requirements would be too confusing.120 In contrast, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia and the North Dakota Supreme Court have interpreted Rule 3.8(d) as providing greater protection to criminal defendants than Brady.121 These courts have discounted any concern for confusion and have concluded that the due process right to a fair trial demands a broad interpretation of Rule 3.8.122

As these conflicting approaches demonstrate, rather than clarifying prosecutors’ duties under ethical rules, opinion 09-454 has led to more disagreement. Thus, that opinion, so far, serves as a poor model to follow in remediying Brady’s many flaws.

Further, since opinion 09-454 was issued, few, if any, state disciplinary bodies have adopted the ABA’s interpretation.123 More importantly, bar complaints against prosecutors have not increased nor has the incidence of sanctions for Brady violations. Among state bar disciplinary bodies, Formal Opinion 09-454 has largely fallen on deaf ears.

Other commentators have called for various other types of more robust discipline to combat prosecutorial misconduct such as the formation of special misconduct panels devoted to prosecutors.124 But, such proposals are misplaced because they falsely presume that all prosecutors who withhold favorable evidence are “bad actors” who engage in “gamesmanship to dodge their obligations to disclose.”125 The research on
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cognitive bias refutes this presumption. Rather, more commonly, well-meaning prosecutors underdisclose favorable evidence because of natural human tendencies to confirm their own conclusions. More pressing than intentional prosecutorial misconduct is “how well-meaning prosecutors tend to interpret their constitutional disclosure obligations in a way that all too often leads to withholding.”126 Reliance on bar disciplinary sanctions to promote compliance with Brady, entirely fails to capture this more common type of noncompliance.

B. Establishing Internal Prosecutorial Office Policies and Procedures Are Doomed to Fail Because They Rely on the Same False Premises Underlying Brady.

Another frequently touted proposal to improve Brady compliance is requiring prosecutors to implement internal office policies and procedures. But, such self-policing efforts alone are unrealistic and would be ineffective as long as current Brady law remains in place. Office policies do not address the confounding materiality requirement, confront cognitive biases, or clarify competing notions of justice that plague current Brady doctrine. Likewise, this approach overlooks prosecutors’ lack of control and influence over police officers. In sum, no policy or procedure addresses the dynamics that shape prosecutorial reticence to disclose evidence.

Various internal office procedures have been suggested to ensure compliance with Brady. These suggestions include regular training on Brady’s requirements, establishing clear guidelines for disclosure, supervisory follow up to ensure compliance, latitude for mistakes and later disclosures, and rewards for disclosing favorable evidence in close calls.127 An even more radical proposal is to create a Brady Review Board or compliance division that would actively promote disclosure and review decisions after the fact.128 Such bodies would conduct random reviews that would determine the correctness of decisions.129

Despite these reform efforts, numerous obstacles prevent real change from being realized. First, policies or even a review board cannot resuscitate the incomprehensible materiality requirement. As detailed previously, the materiality requirement befuddles even the most scrupulous prosecutor. “It is hard for even the most fair-minded prosecutor to apply a doctrine
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dominated by the muddled concept of materiality.”¹³⁰ Often, prosecutors themselves cannot agree upon the meaning of materiality.¹³¹ A review board would be superfluous and ineffectual because materiality is largely in the eye of the beholder. As long as materiality is the test for when to disclose evidence, any internal policy or review board will fail.

Second, internal policies and procedures do not account for cognitive bias. The human tendency to affirm one’s own decisions remains at issue even under clearer policies and procedures.¹³² The same is true of prosecutors reviewing the decisions of their fellow prosecutors. Absent “external voices,” prosecutors, like any other group of people, are apt to engage in “group think.”¹³³ “Prosecutors alone, whether individually or in groups, . . . may not provide the diversity of viewpoint necessary to foster neutral decision-making.”¹³⁴ Prosecutors themselves report that they commonly conclude that accused persons routinely lie, are corrupt, and are, therefore, guilty.¹³⁵ Absent some external, independent reviewer, prosecutors are likely to ratify fellow prosecutors’ charging decisions.

Third, as explained previously, the Brady doctrine itself, as well as most reform proposals, fail to account for prosecutors’ lack of control over police officers would gather the very evidence that is constitutionally required to be disclosed. This article has already debunked the Supreme Court’s notion that that “the prosecutor has the means to discharge the government’s Brady responsibility if he will” by implementing “procedures and regulations” that will require the police to disclose exculpatory evidence.¹³⁶ Prosecution policies and procedures hold no sway over police officers. Rather, “police agencies generally operate independently of prosecutors, and answer to different constituencies.”¹³⁷

Fourth, on a more practical level, prosecutorial “ambivalence” toward Brady poses a large barrier to reform.¹³⁸ Given courts’ repeated endorsement of Brady, the infrequency of reversals on appeal, and the near absence of bar complaints, prosecutors have little motivation to implement review boards or internal policies. This attitude is especially understandable given budget cuts in the wake of the Great Recession of the past few years. Recent funding deficits have left large holes in prosecution budgets that
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remain unresolved even in more prosperous economic times. Prioritizing procedures that would complicate prosecutors’ jobs instead of easing their workloads would be a nonstarter. In light of these financial realities, setting up additional barriers to efficiencies when resources are already limited is unrealistic and impractical.

C. Open File Policies Provide Some Promise, But They Are Subject to the Same Abuses as Brady.

One specific iteration of an internal prosecution policy for remedying Brady’s vagaries is the adoption of prosecutorial open file policies. In theory, under an open file policy, prosecutors agree to provide criminal defense lawyers access to all non-privileged evidence in the prosecution file including witness statements, witness names, police reports, and physical evidence. Supporters of this approach laud its simplicity and compare it to civil practice in which attorneys routinely disclose all evidence in their files under the Rules of Civil Procedure except for privileged information. Proponents also note that full defense access to evidence increases efficiencies because criminal defendants are more likely to plead guilty when they know the full strength of the evidence against them.

Traditionally, open file policies have been adopted voluntarily by prosecutors on a jurisdiction by jurisdiction basis. The result has been an ad hoc application of the policy that varies among prosecution offices. Thus, depending on how an office interpreted the policy, access to evidence was unpredictable and applied unevenly. Moreover, because defendants have no legal right to enforce voluntary office policies and no one else outside the prosecution office enforces such policies, prosecutors have viewed the disclosure of evidence as a privilege that can be withdrawn at will.

Given these inherent weaknesses in open file policies, two states have changed their discovery laws to require prosecutors to disclose all non-privileged information to the defense. In 2004, North Carolina was the first state to adopt a true open file policy as a matter of statutory duty. Then, in
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2010, Ohio amended its Rule of Criminal Procedure 16 to require prosecutors to disclose witness statements and police reports in advance of trial.147

Despite these positive steps toward reform, significant drawbacks continue to plague open file policies. Like current Brady practices, open file policies are subject to abuse. Prosecutors and police officers may still hide evidence or decide that evidence is not required to be disclosed even under a statutory or court rule-mandated open file policy.148 Although the risk of unethical or even illegal practices are possible under any discovery reform proposal, it bears reminding that open file policies are no panacea as the term “open file” might suggest.

A specific abuse that some prosecutors have employed is to remove evidence from prosecution files under the work product doctrine. “At its core, the work-product doctrine shelters the mental processes of the attorney, providing a privileged area within which he [or she] can analyze and prepare his client's case.”149 In the civil context, the doctrine has developed into the theory that each side should do their own legwork” of interviewing witnesses themselves.150

Such reasoning has no application in criminal cases where personal liberty is at issue. Indeed, it is controverted that due process requires prosecutors to disclose evidence known to the prosecution that tends to negate guilt or mitigate the sentence.151 Civil doctrines of discovery practice have no application to constitutional mandates.152 Allowing the work product doctrine to shelter prosecutors from required Brady disclosures would endorse prosecution gamesmanship and approve of prosecutors’ knowingly withholding evidence that could acquit defendants or reduce their criminal liability. Due process obligates prosecutors to volunteer evidence as opposed to shielding it from view.153

In any event, prosecutors’ affirmative duty to produce exculpatory evidence to the defense even if the defense fails to request the evidence rejects a broad application of the work product doctrine in criminal cases154 As the Supreme Court held in Bagley, “an incomplete response to a specific [discovery] request . . . has the effect of representing to the defense that the
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evidence does not exist.\textsuperscript{155} The same is true when the prosecution represents that its files are open but fails to inform the defense that additional information has been removed. Absent complete communication to the contrary, the defense could reasonably conclude that no other evidence exists and may “abandon lines of independent investigation, defenses, or trial strategies that it otherwise would have pursued.”\textsuperscript{156} Thus, the work product doctrine lulls defense attorneys into a false sense of security and “misleading” the defense about the existence or nonexistence of evidence.\textsuperscript{157}

Nevertheless, some prosecutors have invoked the work product doctrine to remove notes of witness interviews even in supposedly open file offices. Such an approach not only violates \textit{Brady}’s constitutional mandate but also misinterprets the work product doctrine itself. Police officers’ and prosecution investigators’ notes of witness interviews do not encompass the prosecutor’s mental impressions in anticipation of trial.\textsuperscript{158} Further, in criminal cases, the prosecution has far more resources and greater access than the defense. Because the playing field is unlevel, prosecutors’ reliance on the work product doctrine is misplaced.\textsuperscript{159}

Further, abuses in civil discovery practice serve as a cautionary tale for proponents of open file policies. Gamesmanship in civil practice occurs, for example, when one party seeks to hide damaging evidence by burying it in a mountain of irrelevant documents.\textsuperscript{160} Such document dumps allow civil practitioners to claim that they have fully complied with discovery rules while intentionally increasing their opponents’ workload.\textsuperscript{161} The same is true in the criminal context. A prosecutor could claim to be providing required information under an open file policy while burying favorable evidence among stacks of irrelevant information.\textsuperscript{162}

This tactic is particularly disturbing in the criminal arena where the vast majority of criminal defendants are represented by underfunded and overworked public defenders.\textsuperscript{163} The nation’s indigent defense funding crisis has been well-documented and has suffered even further setbacks in the wake of the Great Recession of 2009.\textsuperscript{164} Open file policies risk aggravating this funding crisis because prosecutors could comply with such policies simply by making their files available to defense lawyers without making any affirmative effort to produce the evidence for the defense.\textsuperscript{165} Instead, prosecutors could shift the burden of reproducing documents onto the
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defense. The resulting cost to indigent defense providers in terms of time expended and additional resources devoted to reproducing information would place even more strain on public defender budgets. In any event, given technological advancements along with the Utah court systems’ recent move toward electronic filing of pleadings, prosecutors have no excuse for burdening defense counsel with reproducing discovery.

D. Court Rulemaking Bodies Have Failed in Their Efforts to Expand Disclosure Requirements.

Various attempts to reform prosecutorial disclosure practices by amending the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure have failed, largely because of prosecutorial opposition. For the past ten years, the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) has derailed rule reform efforts with promises of changes from within the agency itself. Instead of rule changes, DOJ has successfully headed off calls for rule amendments by adopting changes to the United States Attorney Manual. In the end, this alternative has failed as exhibited by several high profile instances of prosecutorial misconduct in recent years. In any event, DOJ’s continued opposition appears to stand in the way of any meaningful court rule changes.

1. After 40 Years of Failed Case Law, Proposals to Reform the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure Gain Traction.

Talk of amending the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure began as far back as 1968 when the Judicial Conference Advisory Committee (“Advisory Committee”) to those rules discussed whether to create a court rule that embodied the holding in Brady. Ultimately, the Advisory Committee declined to recommend a rule change and, instead, opted to rely on case law to develop disclosure requirements. But, as detailed above, Supreme Court case law muddied the waters rather than clarifying prosecutors’ duties to disclose evidence.

After 40 years of confusing case law and the lack of clear disclosure requirements, the American College of Trial Lawyers (“ACTL”) in 2003 adopted a proposal to codify Brady in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, specify which evidence prosecutors must disclose, and when they
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must disclose it.\textsuperscript{169} ACTL agreed that the materiality requirement encouraged prosecutors to withhold evidence because it was devoid of clear standards that prosecutors could follow.\textsuperscript{170} As a result, disclosure was left largely to the whim of each individual prosecutor.\textsuperscript{171}

Also of great concern to ACTL, the timeliness of disclosure was often an afterthought because over 90\% of all criminal cases are resolved by guilty plea.\textsuperscript{172} Further, many cases are pleaded out early in the criminal process before disclosure of favorable evidence ever occurs.\textsuperscript{173} Timely disclosure in guilty plea cases is particularly vexing in light of the United States Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{United States v. Ruiz}.\textsuperscript{174} In particular, the Court held that the Federal Constitution did not require prosecutors to disclose impeachment evidence before criminal defendants entered guilty pleas.\textsuperscript{175} This holding does not disturb prosecutors’ duties under \textit{Brady} to disclose all other types of exculpatory evidence prior to the guilty plea process.\textsuperscript{176} ACTL refuted this holding because “a defendant cannot knowingly waive something that has not been made known to him [or her] and that may be exclusively in the possession of the government.”\textsuperscript{177}

ACTL also concluded that reform was needed because of sentencing considerations.\textsuperscript{178} Under many sentencing schemes, including the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, prosecutors need only prove facts that support sentencing enhancements by a preponderance of the evidence.\textsuperscript{179} Because prosecutors have access to the evidence that addresses whether or not sentencing enhancements apply, ACTL called for a rule change that required timely disclosure of any evidence that could be used to justify a lesser sentence.\textsuperscript{180}
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\textsuperscript{176} The Utah Supreme Court has cast doubt of the reach of \textit{Ruiz}. In \textit{Medel v. State}, 2008 UT 32, ¶ 32, 184 P.3d 1226, the court cited \textit{Ruiz}, for the general proposition rule that there is no right to impeachment evidence in the context of plea bargaining. However, the \textit{Medel} court noted that the “prosecution will always have a constitutional obligation to disclose” evidence suggesting factual innocence “to the defendant before plea bargaining begins.” \textit{Id.} Thus, defendants can challenge a guilty plea obtained in violation \\textit{Brady} when they can “establish that the evidence withheld by the prosecution was material exculpatory evidence.” \textit{Id.} at ¶ 33.
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2. The Department of Justice Thwarts Reform Efforts and Receives a Reprieve to Implement Internal Policies.

In the wake of the ACTL report, the Advisory Committee to the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure reopened debate about amending Rule 16. On September 5, 2006, the Advisory Committee voted to recommend amending Rule 16 to include specific disclosure requirements and to embody Brady. In response to this recommendation, the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) strongly objected to any rule amendments. DOJ “has consistently opposed any proposed amendment to Rule 16, generally contending that . . . the government’s Brady obligations are ‘clearly defined by existing law that is the product of more than four decades of experience with the Brady rule.’” DOJ further maintained that disclosure violations are not widespread and that no rule changes are needed.

Instead, DOJ worked with the Advisory Committee to revise the U.S. Attorney’s Manual which details the official policies and procedures for federal prosecutors. On October 19, 2006, DOJ issued revised guidelines to its prosecutors that included a broad reading of the materiality requirement and encouraged prosecutors to err on the side of disclosure. Given this response, DOJ persuaded the Standing Committee on the Federal Rules of Evidence in June of 2007 to reject the proposed amendments to Rule 16. The Standing Committee reasoned that it should give DOJ time to train its prosecutors in light of the changes to the U.S. Attorney’s Manual.

Since 2007, several high profile Brady violations occurred despite the amendments to the U.S. Attorney’s Manual. Most notably, the prosecution of Alaska Senator Ted Stevens demonstrated egregious violations of Brady in an attempt to earn a conviction. This misconduct was not discovered until five months after a jury convicted Sen. Stevens. Other high profile violations have shown that despite increased training and encouragement to disclose favorable evidence, DOJ continues to violate Brady. It should be kept in mind that these examples are only the ones
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that have been uncovered since 2007. But, in truth, no one actually knows how many instances of withheld exculpatory evidence occur because *Brady* violations may never be disclosed to the defense.

Following the Stevens case, DOJ sought to bolster its compliance with *Brady* even further. Assistant Attorney General David Ogden issued two memoranda in 2009 that provided additional guidance on federal prosecutors’ *Brady* violations.192 Both memoranda outlined prosecutors’ duty to see that justice prevails as opposed to winning cases.193 DOJ also announced that it was establishing a national discovery coordinator and that each U.S. Attorney Office would appoint a local coordinator to train prosecutors in each U.S. Attorney Office.194 Mr. Ogden further pledged to develop additional training resources and to employ technology to promote discovery practices.195

Despite these very public *Brady* violations since amending the *U.S. Attorney’s Manual*, DOJ continues to oppose amendments to Rule 16. DOJ has officially rejected “any type of amendment to Rule 16” because: (1) “there has been no demonstrated need for change; (2) the current remedies for prosecutorial misconduct are sufficient; and (3) the recent reforms put into by the Department of Justice will decrease disclosure violations so that the need for an amendment to Rule 16 is negated.”196 Given DOJ’s continued resistance, reform through a rule change appears to be unlikely.

3. The Same Problems That Plague the Current *Brady* Doctrine Similarly Undermine the Department of Justice’s Self-Policing Efforts.

DOJ’s failure to prevent *Brady* violations following the amendments to the *U.S. Attorney’s Manual* should be no surprise given the barriers to reform discussed above. The problems with *Brady* are inherent in the nature of the doctrine itself. As discussed above, self-policing and implementing internal office procedures are doomed to fail because of the confusing, incoherent nature of the materiality test. No degree of self-imposed diligence or training will remedy *Brady* violations as long as the materiality test remains intact. Similarly, vague notions of justice fail to guide prosecutors’ actions sufficiently to guard against *Brady* violations. The materiality test leaves too much discretion to prosecutors to withhold evidence that should be disclosed to the defense.

Further, DOJ’s failed reform efforts do not account for cognitive bias. As the research discussed above has proven, too much is at stake for
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prosecutors to free themselves of the human tendency to confirm one’s own decisions when prosecuting crimes. Prosecutors’ competing duties to administer justice to crime victims, the public, and to criminal defendants are no match for cognitive thought processing biases. Coupling cognitive biases with the internally inconsistent nature of the materiality test spells doom for any internal office policy or procedure.

Confirming the hold that cognitive biases have on prosecutors, DOJ’s continued opposition to court rule changes and its insistence on self-policing appear to be products of cognitive bias itself. Despite repeated instances of Brady violations following the amendments to the U.S. Attorney’s Manual, DOJ insists that no need for change exists and that the materiality test adequately guards against nondisclosure. In essence, DOJ has concluded, based on its own self-assessment, that it can adequately guard against the very biases that result in nondisclosure. Unwittingly, DOJ has demonstrated cognitive bias in action. The result of this intransigence is the unlikelihood of any amendments to the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure.

Moreover, changes in court rules do not resolve the conundrum that prosecutors face when trying to persuade police officers to disclose evidence. Prosecutors may beg, plead, and cajole the police to cooperate, but, ultimately, they hold no sway over the police. In any event, the police are not subject to a court rule in a strict sense, only prosecutors are. Thus, the burden for disclosure remains on prosecutors even though they may have little or no influence over police officers who gather much of the evidence in a criminal case.

Of course, federal failures do not preclude changes to the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure. States, like Utah, that follow the federal rule model “borrow heavily from the Federal Rules.” These states have commonly adopted amendments to the federal rules while opting not to “pick up an amendment here and there.” Thus, Utah is free to amend Rule 16 regardless of whether federal officials enact changes to the federal version of the rule.

E. Legislation Provides Some Promise For Reform But Is No Panacea.

Another more complicated approach to reforming Brady is legislation that would detail the requirements for disclosure. Like the rule change approach, legislation poses many opportunities for prosecutors and other interest groups to block reform. As DOJ’s continued resistance to rule changes illustrates, significant and lengthy delays may be incurred in achieving the necessary consensus required to change the law. Legislation is subject to even more roadblocks than court rule changes given well-funded
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and well-positioned lobbying groups and stakeholders who are well-versed in the legislative process. Thus, delays are even more likely when pressing for a statutory solution.

1. **Like Proposals to Amend the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, Proposed Federal Legislation is Stalled in Congress.**

A more recent response to *Brady* reform has been legislation that clarifies prosecutors’ disclosure duties irrespective of *Brady*. Nationally, in 2012, a coalition of groups endorsed Senate Bill 2197 entitled the “Fairness in Disclosure Act of 2012.”199 This bill is sponsored by a bipartisan group of Senators with the support of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, the American Civil Liberties Union, the Constitution Project, the United States Chamber of Commerce, and the United States Chamber Institute for Legal Reform.200 The proposal is similar to the ACTL amendments to Rule 16 including: (1) the elimination of the materiality requirement in favor of a more expansive definition of favorable evidence; (2) a “reasonable diligence” provision that requires prosecutors to seek out favorable evidence from police; (3) a directive that prosecutors disclose favorable evidence “without delay” and before a defendant pleads guilty; (4) enforcement provisions that allow judges to sanction violations; and, (5) the availability of protective orders to seal evidence that may jeopardize the administration of justice or endanger witnesses.201 Despite widespread bipartisan support for this legislation, the bill has remained in committee since it was first introduced in March of 2012.202 The current political climate in Congress certainly does not bode well for the bill. Between budget battles, executive appointments, and fights over filibuster rules, the Senate appears to be too distracted to address discovery reform. With a presidential election looming in 2016, bipartisan solutions will be difficult to produce nationally.

2. **States Have Succeeded in Enacting Legislation that Increases Access to Evidence.**

Successful legislative reform efforts have occurred on the state level providing some hope for change. Most prominently, on May 16, 2013, Texas passed Senate Bill 1611 entitled the Michael Morton Act.203 That law
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requirements of Brady: prosecutors are required to disclose evidence that is “material to any matter involved in the” criminal case. Likewise, prosecutors must turn over any evidence that “tends to negate the guilt of the defendant or would tend to reduce the punishment for the offense charged.”

The Act allows for prosecutors to protect evidence but provides for a procedure to address disputes. Of particular note, if the prosecution wishes to withhold or redact documents from the defense, the prosecution must identify the documents or portions that have been withheld. Further, the defense may request a hearing before a judge to determine whether withholding or redaction is justified. Finally, the Act limits disclosure of information that would endanger witnesses.

On the heels of the Michael Morton Act, Louisiana legislators passed a similar law just a few weeks later which the governor signed on June 12, 2013. House bill 371 requires prosecutors to disclose all statements made by the defendant including grand jury testimony, confessions by co-defendants, all other witness statements, and police reports to the defense. The prosecution must also inform the defense of any inducements provided to prosecution witnesses, including rebuttal witnesses. Disclosure of all of these items is required irrespective of materiality under Brady or admissibility under the Rules of Evidence. In fact, the official summary of the Act specifically states that the new law “[r]emoves the requirement that documents and tangible objects be favorable to the defendant and be favorable and relevant to the issue of guilt or punishment.”

To protect against potential witness retaliation, the Act allows prosecutors to redact the names of witnesses when a “witness’s safety may be compromised by the disclosure.” The defendant may challenge redactions by filing a motion with the court to disclose witness identities. The Act requires prosecutors to show a safety risk under a probable cause standard and details the procedures that courts must follow in determining whether witness safety is an issue.
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Although these statutes have only been in place for just over two years, early experience has indicated that the flow of discovery has increased without major fiscal costs. In response to Texas prosecutors’ claims in media reports that expenses had risen significantly in light of the Michael Morton Act, the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyer Association (TCDLA”) conducted a study to determine how the law was being implemented and at what costs.\textsuperscript{215} The report found that more than fifty percent of prosecution offices across the state incurred no additional expenses following the law in the form of reallocating personnel, developing new procedures and policies, hiring additional staff, purchasing new equipment, etc.\textsuperscript{216} The offices that were still relying on paper filings and transmittals reported the highest costs.\textsuperscript{217} However, the majority of offices reported no additional expenditures because they were already transitioning to new computer systems and software to facilitate electronic discovery.\textsuperscript{218} Others secured grants to pay for needed upgrades.\textsuperscript{219}

The report further revealed that prosecutors received much more discovery from police agencies following the Act.\textsuperscript{220} Some prosecution offices that were not routinely collecting evidence from police agencies began to do so.\textsuperscript{221} Also, the police started sending more evidence to prosecutors.\textsuperscript{222} In addition, compliance with the Act varied across the state and additional education and enforcement is needed.\textsuperscript{223}

3. The Potential for Prosecutorial Abuse and the Risk of False Convictions Demands Immediate Action As Opposed to The Time-Consuming Legislative Process.

Despite these promising developments in other states, relying on legislative action to reform current\textit{Brady} practices in Utah would result in unjustified delays. Utah’s Legislature meets once a year for 45 days from the end of January through the middle of March. Even assuming that legislators reach a consensus immediately, the earliest that Utah could adopt legislation would be the 2016 legislative session. In the meantime, the multifaceted problems detailed above with the\textit{Brady} doctrine would continue
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unabated. Well-meaning prosecutors would continue to grapple with the internally inconsistent materiality test as well as the inherent incentives that prosecutors currently have not to disclose favorable evidence to the accused. Cognitive biases would also persist and remain barriers to disclosure. Police officers may withhold evidence from prosecutors or not record it at all. The result would be continued prosecutorial missteps and the risk of false convictions.

Even under the best of circumstances, forming a legislative consensus that would complicate, and possibly delay, the prosecution of crimes could conceivably take longer than one year. In Louisiana, for example, HB 371 took many years of negotiation and compromise to pass.\textsuperscript{224} These delays occurred despite numerous high profile instances of prosecutorial misconduct and blatant \textit{Brady} violations.\textsuperscript{225} In the meantime, additional abuses occurred while prosecutors continued to battle with their competing duties to serve justice while solving crimes, \textit{Brady}’s untenable materiality test, and the human tendency to conform one’s own conclusions. Action is needed sooner than the legislative process can deliver.

These laws also suffer from another major defect—they fail to address the problem of police noncompliance with \textit{Brady} requirements. Despite the best efforts of these legislative reforms, the fact remains that prosecutors still lack authority to require police officers to disclose exculpatory information. Nevertheless, prosecutors are still held constitutionally responsible for police officer’s actions. Without addressing this gaping hole, any proposed legislation would be inadequate.

V. A Utah Standard For Disclosing Favorable Evidence to the Defense.

This review of the various reform proposals reveals no clear solution to remedying \textit{Brady} violations in Utah but does offer some broad principles upon which both defense counsel and prosecutors can agree. Specifically, all parties should agree that the failure of the materiality test demands its elimination. It is simply incapable of providing prosecutors adequate guidance, especially when viewing the exculpatory value of evidence prospectively and in light of a criminal defendant’s perspective. Given the competing interests that prosecutors must balance between crime victims, the public, and the preeminent duty to serve justice, prosecutors must have clear rules to follow. The role of cognitive bias reinforces this need and demands that the law emphasizes clarity over idiosyncratic decision-making. Any reform proposal must also be directed at police officers as opposed to obligating prosecutors to obtain evidence from police officers over whom
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they do not supervise. Finally, a process for resolving disputes by an independent arbiter is necessary to ensure that fairness prevails and judicial review occurs. Because current practices under the materiality test create too much potential for false convictions and unfairness, change is urgent and cannot wait for police makers or elected officials to debate. Rather, prosecutors need to take action immediately.

A. Legislation Offers the Best Solution For Reforming Brady Given The Need for Clarity, Uniform Application Across the State, and Potential for Building Consensus.

A statutory solution is optimal for reforming Brady because legislation provides the clarity needed that is currently lacking under the materiality test and only a statute would apply to all participants in the law enforcement community. The materiality requirement is not only inherently unworkable but allows for broad interpretation among prosecution offices. Currently, disclosure practices differ from county to county and even municipality to municipality. To avoid disparate application of disclosure practices, a uniform statewide standard of disclosure is required.

A statute would also apply to prosecutors and police officers equally as opposed to Brady which only governs prosecutors’ actions and falsely presumes that prosecutors supervise the police. Likewise, court rules and bar disciplinary measures do apply to police officers and, therefore, fail to address police practices that prevent compliance with Brady. In contrast, a law that required the police to maintain records and to disclose evidence to prosecutors would fill the current void caused by prosecutors’ lack of authority to supervise police officers.

Moreover, the legislative process offers the added benefit of giving all three branches of government an opportunity to participate in the passage of the bill and to endorse its contents. Legislation would maximize involvement by all stakeholders because the legislative process is well-equipped to gather data and conduct hearings. Although the Legislative Branch would propose the statewide policy, the Executive and Judicial Branches would receive ample opportunities to lobby the Legislature, attend committee meetings, and provide formal input. Also, the public and prosecutors would receive notice of proposed changes and be able to raise concerns as the bill winds its way through the Legislature. The end result would be an open process that would require the buy in of all three branches before the bill would become law. In sum, legislation would maximize the “democratic legitimacy” of the proposal and “command the greatest respect” from all interest groups.
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The limitations inherent in the other approaches discussed above reinforce that legislation is the optimal tactic to reform. In contrast to the public process in legislation, court rulemaking procedures tend to be more closed and limited to Judicial Branch rulemaking committees. Although advisory court rulemaking committees solicit input from the members of the State Bar, they typically do not invite public participation, hold public hearings, or formally solicit the Executive and Legislative Branch input. Rather, the legislative process is much better suited to accommodate all three branches as well as the public in the process. Thus, legislation provides the best prospects for gaining consensus and establishing a statewide policy that makes the disclosure of favorable evidence to the accused the accepted approach and expectation.

Legislation is also preferable because internal prosecutorial office policies, including open file approaches, continue to prove to be ineffective and subject to the weaknesses associated with unfettered discretion. Most prominently, despite DOJ’s efforts to implement policies and to train its prosecutors, Brady violations have persisted over the past decade. Despite DOJ’s best intentions, internal policies lack teeth and/or motivation to provide favorable evidence even under the limited mandates of Brady. Absent some external review process to enforce internal policies, unfettered discretion will prevail and mistakes will recur. A statute that spells out prosecutors’ duties overcomes these problems and provides a mechanism for judicial review to address abuses.


The ACTL model court rule constitutes a broadly accepted, thoroughly vetted, and comprehensive approach to reforming Brady. But, enacting that proposal in the form of a statute overcomes the limited reach of court rules and establishes a statewide policy that all participants in the criminal justice process must follow. That proposal addresses each of the main criticisms of the current Brady doctrine and provides prosecutors clear instructions of their duties. In particular, it eliminates the unworkable materiality test, requires prompt disclosure of favorable evidence to the defense, and includes guilty plea cases in the disclosure requirements.
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Although labeled a court rule, the ACTL proposal serves just as well as a statutory proposal that the Legislature may adopt. As a demonstration of the proposal’s acceptance and amenability to be used as legislation, several draft bills that various groups have proposed before Congress are modeled after ACTL’s framework.\(^{233}\)

The ACTL proposal incorporates the following four initiatives to remedy \textit{Brady’s} ineffective, arbitrary, and confusing practices:

- Defines favorable evidence as all “information in any form, whether or not admissible, that tends to: 1) exculpate the defendant; 2) adversely impact the credibility of government witnesses or evidence; 3) mitigate the offense; or, 4) mitigate punishment.”\(^{234}\)

- To establish clear standards, requires prosecutors to disclose all favorable evidence within 14 days of request.\(^{235}\)

- Addressing the duty to uncover favorable evidence, imposes a duty on prosecutors to diligently seek out favorable evidence from investigators, police, and government agents.\(^{236}\)

- To ensure disclosure before the entry of a guilty plea, requires disclosure of all favorable evidence 14 days in advance of a court accepting such a plea.\(^{237}\)

The proposal also includes sanctions for disclosure violations that are currently lacking under existing \textit{Brady} practices. To promote compliance with the proposal’s provisions, judges are afforded discretion to respond to violations by continuing the proceedings, barring the admission of evidence, or imposing other sanctions that may be appropriate, including dismissal.\(^{238}\)

Specifying the availability of these sanctions in the proposal itself emphasizes the importance of adhering to the proposal’s requirements and communicates to judges and prosecutors alike that compliance is expected and will result in consequences when violations occur. Finally, including a provision that police officers must keep records, maintain evidence, and regularly disclose information to prosecutors will address prosecutors’ current lack of control over police.
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The proposal further addresses prosecutors’ concerns about the release of sensitive information and witness safety. Under the proposal, prosecutors may seek protective or modifying orders when disclosure would “create an unacceptable risk of facilitating obstruction of justice or of discouraging the testimony of witnesses.”239 This procedure obviously requires court participation and thereby diminishes the role that cognitive bias plays in withholding favorable evidence from the accused. By enlisting the trial judge’s help and giving the court the responsibility to determine whether evidence must be disclosed to the defense, the proposal drastically reduces prosecutors’ natural human tendency to confirm their initial conclusions. Rather, the trial judge, sitting as an independent arbiter, will determine whether evidence must be disclosed as opposed to a personally invested prosecutor.

Incorporating judges into the disclosure process also eases prosecutors’ conflicting duties to crime victims, the public, and criminal defendants. Prosecutors can more easily fulfill their overarching duty to see that justice is done by presumptively disclosing all favorable evidence to the defense and then letting judges decide whether sensitive information may be withheld from the defense. The ACTL proposal eliminates the competing demands of justice that prosecutors routinely juggle now under current Brady practice.

The ACTL proposal further provides a mechanism for reviewing decisions to withhold evidence from the accused. Because prosecutors need not inform the defense when withholding evidence, judicial review never occurs under current the Brady doctrine. Instead, prosecutors decide in isolation and without the knowledge of defense counsel to keep sensitive evidence hidden. In contrast, under the ACTL proposal, disputed evidence is disclosed to the trial judge and is included in the court record, albeit under seal if the trial judge declines to disclose evidence. Then, the defense may appeal the judge’s decision to withhold evidence. Case law would then result that would provide trial judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel standards for making similar decisions about sensitive evidence.

In sum, the ACTL proposal addresses all of the main objections to Brady while creating a presumption that defense counsel will have access to evidence without the unworkable strictures of the materiality test. Fairness results because criminal defendants will have access to arguably favorable evidence which, in turn, allows them and their attorneys to make fully informed decisions. Such decisions include whether to accept a plea offer, conducting additional investigation that may lead to other evidence, and testing the strength of the evidence at trial. Under current law, criminal defendants cannot make such informed decisions because prosecutors are deciding for them by withholding favorable evidence.
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C. Any Utah Legislative Solution Must Require The Police to Disclose Police Officer Impeachment Evidence.

The ACTL proposal does not address one recurring problem in Utah that any legislation must address—disclosing impeachment evidence about police officers. As explained above, Giglio requires prosecutors to disclose all evidence that impeaches the credibility of a witness, including police officers. Examples of impeachment evidence include false testimony, misrepresentations made in court documents, false police reports, and internal police disciplinary proceedings.

Recently, several high profile examples of police agencies’ failures to disclose dishonest police officers raise cause for concern. Specifically, the Utah Highway Patrol (“UHP”) raised questions in an internal agency memorandum about Trooper Lisa Steed’s honesty two years before prosecutors learned of any issues. More recently, prosecutors objected when UHP did not pass along information about another trooper who had falsely testified under oath that he had administered field sobriety tests when dash camera video showed that he had not. Although UHP claims to have disclosed this evidence, the fact remains that Utah has no formal procedures in place to gather impeachment evidence about police officers.

Despite Giglio’s requirements, Utah has not even attempted to formalize the disclosure of police officer impeachment evidence. Rather, prosecutors generally request the police to disclose impeachment evidence but otherwise rely on the police to self-report. A few prosecuting agencies have begun to send police agencies letters reminding police agencies to disclose impeachment evidence whenever an officer plans to testify in court. DOJ and some other larger police agencies across the country employ similar use of such letters.
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In response to this void in Utah law, prosecutors and defense attorneys have called for legislation to require police agencies to turn over all impeachment evidence against police officers to a central repository where prosecutors can access the evidence.\textsuperscript{246} The actual form of this proposal would require additional thought and discussion. For example, questions abound about what level of proof is required before information is stored, who may access the database, whether any conclusions may be drawn about the absence of evidence in the database, etc. Regardless, any legislation must include a provision to ensure that police agencies disclose required impeachment evidence to prosecutors.

D. Reform Legislation Would Not Be Overly Burdensome to Prosecutors.

The common objections to the passage of an ACTL-like proposal are overstated and workable. Specifically, opponents, such as DOJ, have cited concerns about witness safety and intimidation.\textsuperscript{247} But, the ACTL proposal provides for a procedure for prosecutors to preserve witness safety. Further, such concerns would appear to be overstated because witness tampering is not much of an issue in the vast majority of criminal cases, criminal defendants have no reason to influence witnesses with exculpatory evidence, and opponents cite no empirical evidence to support their claims.\textsuperscript{248}

An additional concern raised is the potential administrative costs in documenting, storing, and memorializing evidence, but these issues are overblown and manageable.\textsuperscript{249} Law enforcement investigators already must collect and store evidence that they receive.\textsuperscript{250} The only additional task required under the ACTL proposal is to provide the information to the defense.\textsuperscript{251} Whether this task requires a photocopy or a report, the administrative burden appears to be minimal. In any event, electronic storage of documents have become the norm throughout law, business, and industry. Existing technologies are readily available, inexpensive, and commonplace.

Further, the preliminary reports from Texas’ enactment of the Michael Morton Act support these conclusions. Less than fifty percent of prosecution offices in Texas incurred additional expenses following the implementation of the law, while most offices reported no additional expenditures because they were already transitioning to new computer
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systems and software.\textsuperscript{252} In addition, grants softened the fiscal impact for many offices.\textsuperscript{253} Only those offices that continue to rely on paper filings were burdened by financial costs.\textsuperscript{254}

Regardless, as a constitutional matter, financial costs cannot stand in the way of implementing the ACTL proposal or any other reform for that matter. \textit{Brady} is a constitutional mandate that states must follow.\textsuperscript{255} Utah is falling short of that mandate because current disclosure practices are founded on an impossible theoretical construct and false assumptions. If additional money is needed to correct current practices, due process demands the state to pay for them. The failure to do so essentially values money over fundamental constitutional liberty interests.

Further, the State of Utah has a largely abdicated its responsibility to fund indigent criminal defense. The United States Supreme Court has obligated state governments to provide for constitutionally adequate indigent defense services.\textsuperscript{256} Utah has opted to delegate responsibility over indigent defense to counties and local governments.\textsuperscript{257} This approach is constitutionally permissible if the system satisfies minimal constitutional standards.\textsuperscript{258} However, at the same time that the state has handed off its constitutional duties to local governments, Utah is one of only a handful of states nationally that provides no funding to support indigent defense services.\textsuperscript{259} Under this state of affairs, any argument against the state providing funds to comply with \textit{Brady} would be inconceivable.

In any event, any local government office that still relies on paper filings in the current technology age should be working toward upgrading its filing and document management systems anyway. Low cost alternatives eliminate any excuse for not doing so. Long term cost savings in the form of efficiency and ready access to documents further defeat arguments based on fiscal concerns. In sum, prosecutors have no financial excuses for not adopting electronic solutions to their discovery obligations.

Finally, prosecutors have asserted that mini trials could result over discovery disputes that will complicate the criminal process and cost time and money.\textsuperscript{260} But, like the earlier objections, this concern is unfounded. As noted previously, many experts persuasively argue that the disclosure of more evidence to the accused will actually result in more guilty pleas and other case resolutions because both sides will know for certain the strengths
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and weaknesses in the evidence. Further, prosecutors’ complaints about increased litigation costs lack force when the evidence that prosecutors must disclose under the legislation is favorable to the defense. Defendants are extremely unlikely to object when they receive favorable evidence.

Because the supposed costs of the ACTL proposal are exaggerated or unfounded, few sound reasons support opposition to the proposal. The absence of legitimate concerns, coupled with Utah’s stated policy of ensuring fairness in criminal proceedings, provide strong arguments to enact the ACTL proposal. More to the point, in the authors’ experiences, prosecutors’ motives in objecting to the disclosure of favorable evidence, whether it meets Brady’s requirements or not, appear to be questionable, at best. If the prosecutor’s goal is the search for the truth and to serve the ends of justice, disclosing all favorable evidence should be the norm. Only in rare cases would prosecutors have any legitimate need not to inform the defense of favorable evidence. Such an approach not only cements fairness into the criminal process but is also the safest approach for prosecutors, legally, professionally, and ethically.

E. Utah Criminal Discovery Law Reinforces the Viability of Reform Legislation.

Lest anyone object that the ACTL proposal goes too far and is unnecessary, an examination of Utah discovery law reveals that prosecutors already have a duty to disclose favorable evidence to the accused even if Brady does not technically apply. Admittedly, discovery practice in Utah often does not follow the law as detailed by the Utah Supreme Court. Nevertheless, the law indisputably requires prosecutors to disclose broad categories of favorable evidence that does not meet the demands of Brady. Given these legal requirements, any opposition to the proposed reform legislation rings rather hollow.

The Utah Supreme Court has construed the Rules of Criminal Procedure as imposing broad disclosure demands on prosecutors. Under State v. Pliego, and State v. Knight, when the prosecution has access to evidence that a criminal defendant lacks, Rule of Criminal Procedure 16 requires the prosecution to supply the evidence to the defense. Stated differently, Rule 16 entitles the defendant to evidence that is within the prosecutor’s control whether or not Brady applies. That rule establishes several categories of evidence that prosecutors must supply to the defendant upon request:
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Except as otherwise provided, the prosecutor shall disclose to the defense upon request the following material or information of which he has knowledge:

(a)(1) relevant written or recorded statements of the defendant or codefendants;

(a)(2) the criminal record of the defendant;

(a)(3) physical evidence seized from the defendant or codefendant;

(a)(4) evidence known to the prosecutor that tends to negate the guilt of the accused, mitigate the guilt of the defendant, or mitigate the degree of the offense for reduced punishment; and

(a)(5) any other item of evidence which the court determines on good cause shown should be made available to the defendant in order for the defendant to adequately prepare his defense.266

Case law has extended these requirements beyond a strict reading of the terms of the rule. When referring to “the prosecutor's knowledge” under Rule 16, for example, that knowledge includes “the prosecutor's staff and the investigating police officers . . .”267 Knowledge by these persons “is imputed to the prosecutor.”268 Further, a prosecutor’s disclosure duty arises “when he, his staff, or the investigating officers come across exculpatory materials during their investigation.”269 Prosecutors have an expanded duty to disclose evidence when they have “greater access” to the evidence than the defense.270

In addition, prosecutors must be careful not to mislead the defense when disclosing evidence under Rule 16. When prosecutors respond to a discovery request or spontaneously disclose evidence, two rules apply. “First, the prosecution either must produce all of the material requested or
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must identify explicitly those portions of the request with respect to which no responsive material will be provided." 271 An explanation is required so the defense does not mistakenly infer that evidence does not exist:

"[A]n incomplete response to a specific request not only deprives the defense of certain evidence, but has the effect of representing to the defense that the evidence does not exist. In reliance on this misleading representation, the defense might abandon lines of independent investigation, defenses, or trial strategies that it otherwise would have pursued." 272

In a related context, the Utah Supreme Court held that prosecutors may fulfill this duty to explain omitted discovery by providing "an index or privilege log" whenever they disclose some evidence but withhold other evidence. 273 This approach provides "a check on the prosecutor's and the judge's refusal to turn the documents over." 274 Id. Doing so also allows the defendant to challenge withheld evidence on appellate review.

The second requirement imposes a duty on prosecutors to disclose evidence that later comes into its possession or the possession of its agents:

Second, when the prosecution agrees to produce any of the material requested, it must continue to disclose such material on an ongoing basis to the defense. Therefore, if the prosecution agrees to produce certain specified material and it later comes into possession of additional material that falls within that same specification, it has to produce the later-acquired material. 275

"This obligation was imposed to make criminal discovery a fair process." 276 These requirements "not only ensure that a trial is a real quest for truth, but also should increase confidence in informal discovery procedures by making the obligations of the parties more certain and thereby
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should reduce the need for court-ordered discovery in an already-burdened criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{277}

As these practices demonstrate, Utah law already requires the disclosure of many forms of favorable evidence in an effort to ensure the fairness of the proceedings. Through these statements, the Utah Supreme Court has articulated values for Utah criminal law practitioners to follow. These principles include a culture of disclosure, erring on the side of providing more rather than less information, fair play, rejecting gamesmanship, ethical conduct, and facilitating appellate review to decide disputes.

All of these policy statements are embodied in the ACTL proposal. That bill requires disclosure irrespective of the mechanical application of \textit{Brady} in a conscious effort to ensure fairness and accuracy in criminal proceedings. The Utah Supreme Court has plainly asserted those values in its criminal discovery jurisprudence. They should also epitomize the handling of evidence under \textit{Brady} especially considering that the term “favorable” under Utah discovery law connotes a more expansive need for disclosure than merely exculpatory under \textit{Brady}. Any other result would be incongruent with constitutional requirements and Utah values.

\section*{F. Prosecutors Can Facilitate Reform By Adopting The ACTL Proposal Voluntarily Now.}

The only remaining drawbacks to a legislative approach are the delay inherent in legislation and the potential for watered down proposals becoming law as a result of the give and take endemic to the legislative process. Despite the numerous benefits of the ACTL proposal, adopting the legislative approach will take time and will delay desperately needed reforms. While legislators, policy makers, law enforcement officials, and criminal defense lawyers wade their way through the legislative process, criminal defendants will be denied access to favorable evidence while \textit{Brady} remains the standard of disclosure. And, compromise often typifies the legislative process which may result in some reforms outlined under the ACTL proposal to become casualties.

However, prosecutors can remediate both of these downsides by immediately adopting the requirements of the statutory solution on their own. Prosecutors’ immediate voluntary compliance would also speed up the passage of a statute. If prosecutors were already following the ACTL proposal, lawmakers would have little reason to balk at enacting the proposal into law. Voluntary compliance by prosecutors would also be in their own self-interest because they could determine their own fate as opposed to letting a court or the Legislature impose a solution upon them.
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In any event, prosecutors’ duty to see that justice is done provides a compelling reason to implement change now. The “interest in being free from physical detention by one’s own government” is “the most elemental of liberty interests.”\(^{278}\) This principle overrides all other governmental interests and must remain paramount under the American constitutional framework. Accordingly, prosecutors’ paramount concern should be in getting it right, not simply in being right. If prosecutors truly believe in this principle, it is difficult to reconcile why they would not embrace the ACTL approach.

Voluntarily adopting ACTL is also in harmony with U.S. Supreme Court precedent. That Court has repeatedly counseled prosecutors to err on the side of disclosure.\(^{279}\) The ACTL proposal is consistent with this sentiment because it presumes that evidence must be disclosed to the defense absent some overriding reason. ACTL thoroughly accommodates the reasons that would support nondisclosure and provides for a procedure to resolve disputes. Thus, the proposed legislation addresses prosecutors’ concerns while emphasizing that disclosure is the rule and not the exception.

Likewise, Utah discovery law embodies the same policy of erring on the side of disclosure. Specifically, disclosure prevails in Utah even when evidence does not necessarily satisfy Brady’s internally inconsistent materiality test. In other words, as a policy matter, the Utah Supreme Court has endorsed the philosophy of the ACTL proposal. Stated differently, a Utah approach to reforming Brady already contemplates prosecutors’ voluntarily instituting disclosure as the norm throughout the state.

Even if prosecutors were to voluntarily implement these reforms, the need for legislation remains. Absent official requirements, prosecutors would be free to make exceptions to normal procedures. As history has shown, voluntary compliance has proven ineffective. In addition, a statewide policy is needed to ensure uniformity. An accused person in Salt Lake County should expect the same rights and treatment as a person charged with a crime in Piute County. Arbitrary application of discovery practices is not only fundamentally unfair but could be grounds for a constitutional challenge.

Just as importantly, to establish true discovery reform in Utah, a cultural shift must occur among prosecutors, the police, and judges. If indeed a prosecutor’s true calling is to see that justice is done as opposed to winning prosecutions,\(^{281}\) Utah must establish a minimal level of practice that expects prosecutors to disclose evidence favorable to the defense even when doing so may lead to a guilty person going free. All too often, prosecutors are evaluated, judged, and promoted based on conviction rates as opposed to making the tough decisions that may lead to defeat.\(^{282}\) True, abiding reform

\(^{279}\) See Kyles, 514 U.S. at 439; Agurs, 427 U.S. at 108
\(^{281}\) Berger, 295 U.S. at 88.
\(^{282}\) George C. Thomas, When Lawyers Fail Innocent Defendants: Exorcising the Ghosts That Haunt the Criminal Justice Systems, 2008 Utah L. Rev. 25, 32-34.
will only take root once prosecutors’ job performance and opportunity for advancement are based on scrupulously following ethical standards and full compliance with discovery obligations. A statute that sets a high standard of conduct statewide for prosecutors would jump start that cultural change.

VI. Conclusion

The legislative proposal detailed above is the optimum solution to problems that have plagued Brady since its inception. Defense attorneys and prosecutors should begin now to combine their efforts to draft legislation that can be presented to the 2016 Utah Legislature. Broad agreement exists nationally that the ACTL proposal embodies best practices and would solve the major barriers to disclosing evidence to the defense. A statute is need to obligate all essential players in the criminal justice system to disclose evidence that tends to prove criminal defendants’ innocence or mitigate punishment. Only a statute can apply equally to prosecutors, the police, and the courts. In contrast, court rules or internal office policies are easily circumvented, sporadically enforced, and fail to bind police officers.

Any statute must go a step further, however, than the ACTL proposal and require police agencies to disclose all impeachment evidence about their officers. Utah has made no attempt to adopt a system for collecting and disseminating police officer impeachment evidence. Accordingly, disclosing evidence of police dishonesty and disciplinary records remain subject to the whims of police agencies. To be sure, many questions surround the handling of police officer impeachment evidence but the conversation must begin because, to date, little discussion has occurred.

Irrespective of legislation, prosecutors should begin to follow the ACTL proposal immediately. Failure to do so would tacitly violate Brady’s constitutional mandate to hand over favorable evidence to the defense and to err on the side of disclosure. Prosecutors’ overriding duty to serve justice demands that they take action now without waiting to be required to do so when a statute is eventually passed.